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➢ The safety erformance of the REESS under a 
vibration environment during the normal operation 
of the vehicle.

➢ Cover this test with T3 from UN38.3 but with some 
modification of frequency range, acceleration and 
vibration directions.

➢ Rough road test track or simulated 4-poster 
vibration are accepted.



Vibration requirement in EVS-GTR
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15min

Total: 3Hr (12 times)

Reduction from 2G to 0.2G

7Hz 50Hz

200Hz

Item UN38.3 EVS-GTR No.20 / ECE R100

Frequency range 7-200Hz 7-50Hz

Vibration directions Z、Y、X Z

Acceleration 1G，2G 1G，0.2G
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◼ Is vibration in EVS-GTR No.20 reasonable?

 Rationale for vibration profile modified from UN transportation regulation.

➢ UNR100 requires twelve times of 15-minute amplitude sweep from 7Hz to 50Hz. 
Why can it guarantee the durability over the vehicle service life? Does one 15-
minute sweep represent one year vehicle driving? What is the rationale? 

➢ 2G was reduced to 0.2G, 200Hz was reduced to 50Hz and three vibration directions 
were changed to one. What is the rationale for these changes? Is it based on actual 
vehicle test data? What are the test conditions and test results?
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◼ Is vibration in EVS-GTR No.20 reasonable?

 Sinusoidal vibration profile has only one acceleration value on each frequency.

➢ It differs from real world vehicle conditions. If an acceleration more than 0.2G 
occurs at a frequency higher than 30Hz in real world situations, the sinusoidal 
vibration profile is not appropriate for the evaluation.

➢ For the real world vehicle operation conditions. Each frequency has a certain range 
of acceleration values calculated based on probability distribution. The peak value 
may be higher than the sinusoidal vibration though it occurs less frequently. 
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◼ The proposal

➢ The vibration test method in GTR is not entirely reasonable, so it is necessary to 
develop a reasonable vibration test method.

◼ The main different views and response

➢ Vibration failure is reliability issues, not safety issues.
✓ Vibration is already in GTR, it's a safety issue.
✓ Vibration may cause connection failure and safety problems such as short-circuit.

➢ Existing ECE R100 and GTR vibration method has been used for many years, did
not cause accidents, so there is no need to modify and adjust.

✓ Auto-manufacturers usually evaluate and ensure the durability with their own
component vibration test based on actual vehicle test data. That is the reason
why their battery systems are OK in the market. Not just designing products
according to GTR vibration requirements.



Data from vehicle operation
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H:130mm

1 Distorted 
road B

2 Stone road 
C

3→4
Stone road B

5 Pebble Road 
B

6 Sandstone 
road

7 Washboard 
road

8 Stone 
road C

9 Long wave 
road

Pavement 

type of  test 

site 

①data collection

②data analysis

③data 
normalization

④test condition

Procedure

3

2

1

4

Data of 22 vehicles
(including 13 
passenger cars and 9 
commercial vehicles)

Sensor 
installation 
location

 The proposal in 14th meeting showed more detailed information
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◼ From data of 22 vehicles

➢ There are still load strength above 50Hz, which should not be ignored
➢ Vibration loads in x and y directions are almost 50%-70% of the loads in z direction, which 

should not be ignored

 The proposal in 14th meeting showed more detailed information
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◼ The GTR vibration cannot cover all vibration load in reality
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Example analysis of EV battery

◼ It's PSD around the dominant frequency that really work
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Example analysis of EV battery

◼ Several examples of pack design and their dominant frequency
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◼ The GTR vibration cannot cover all vibration load in reality
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Example analysis of EV battery

◼ The damage of road spectrum is much lager than that of GTR
➢ One example

Condition Damage

From road spectrum 9.655*10-4

GTR 1.527*10-6

Damage

Resonant 
low-order 
frequency

Load 
spectrum

Material 
fatigue 
curve

。。。。。。
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Example analysis of EV battery

◼Test result：
➢Passed the EVS-GTR but failed in the road spectrum test

Pass the EVS-GTR Fail in the road spectrum test

Vibration test photo

Screw loose，Cracking of conductive metal parts and structural parts

◼ The GTR vibration cannot cover all vibration load in reality
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◼ There are many unreasonable aspects in theory and practice 
with the EVS-GTR No. 20 vibration method.

◼ A regulation composed of global organizations and 
supported by professional and technical experts is obliged to 
develop a more reasonable vibration test method.

Conclusion



Thanks for your attention!
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